is an Education Engineer for SparkFun Electronics, a cutting edge open-source hardware and electronics education company. Brian started his career in engineering with wireless transport technologies for ADC Telecommunications in Minneapolis, MN. While working at ADC, Brian volunteered at the Science Museum of Minnesota and quickly discovered a passion for teaching and working with students -especially in an environment that fostered and supported the "wow" factor associated with inquiry and discovery. In 2007, Brian left the world of engineering to pursue a career in education. For the past 5 years, Brian has taught various levels of high school physics, mathematics, applied technology, and robotics.
The fullcolor SIK Guidebook (included with the kit) contains step by step instructions of how to connect each circuit with the included parts. Full example code is provided and explained and even includes troubleshooting tips if something goes wrong. Using Arduino as our building platform, our curriculum walks students through 16 individual experiments.
In the first experiment, students start off with a simple circuit using a single LED and one I/O pin on the Arduino. Students learn to program and manipulate three different commands / functions in Arduino pinMode(), delay() and digitalWrite(). With these three commands, students can design and create unique blinking LED patterns from a beating heart to morse code.
The second experiment has students look at reading an INPUT. In this project, students read the voltage of a simple turn potentiometer. We use the potentiometer's reading with the blink example from the first experiment to manipulate the delay time. In this project, students learn to manipulate an input value, investigate the nature of a voltage divider circuit, and build interactivity into their project.
In the first three experiments, we focus on learning the structure and details of programming. The circuits are simple and involve no more than 3 4 components / wires. The scaffolded nature of the experiments allows us to gradually introduce students to concepts such as circuit building, programming, and building their own projects. The final project in the kit involves building a 4 button, 4 LED Simon game similar to the popular Milton Bradley version in toy stores. This project illustrates how students can integrate several simple circuits with code to make games and applications of their own.
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